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THE INVERSE WEIERSTRASS p'-FUNCTION: NUMERICAL

SOLUTION, RELATED PROPERTIES AND APPLICATIONS

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

A doubly-periodic function of a complex variable is

a function satisfying the functional equation
Oz) = + mw + m'w )

whose periods w and w' are two complex numbers which are

not collinear with the origin, while in and m integers.
This equation must hold for all z and for any integers in

and ml. In the complex r-plane draw the line L determined

by the origin and w and similarly the line L' determined
by the origin and w'. Next draw lines parallel to L
through mw, in = 0, +1,..., +n ..., and linos parallel to
L through in 'w', m' = 0 +1,..., . These lines di-
vide the plane into a network of parallelograms. The dou-

ble periodicity means that assumes the same value, or

exhibits the same singularity at the corresponding (or
congruent) points of each parallelogram of the network.
Thus in studying a doubly-periodic function, it is surf,.
client to study it in one parallelogr of the network.

We shall call the parallelogram whose vertices are 0,
w + w' ', the fundamental or period parallelogram of



. The region belonging to the fundamental parallelo-
gram is the interior and the boundaries z = 6w and z= 6w'
for 0 < 6 < 1.

A ApOtlx7=12112 function is called an ell tic
function if it has no singularities other than poles in the
period parallelogram. In other words: A meromorphio dou-

bly-periodic function is called an elliptic function belong-
ing to this fundamental parallelogram.

The Weierstrass p-function is perhaps the simplest of
the non-oonstant elliptic functions, The p-function has
poles of order two at A = mw + m'w'. A well-known theorem

of elliptic functions is (6, p. 346): An elliptic func-
tion of order k takes an every value in the complex plane
exactly k times in the fundamental parallelogram. Hence

the equation p(E) = B, B an arbitrary complex number, has
exactly two solutions in the fundamental parallelogram.

The main problem of this thesis is to find these two
solutions given the periods w and W. This is accomplished
by inverting the p-function.

One e hod for inverting an analytic function is the
inversion of its Taylor series expansion. A second is the
use of an inversion integral. For example, two well-known

inversion integrals are

2 1 2d
0



and ex satisfies

In both oases some positive integral power of the first

derivative is a plain polynomial in the function itself.

The p-function also satisfies a differential equation of

this type.

The Weierstrass p-function satisfies the differential

equation

here g2 and g3 are complex constants dependent only an

the periods w and wt. The Mittag-Leffler expansion of the

p-function reveals that p(z) is a complex function of real-

ly three complex variables, namely z, w and w

p(zlw,w9

{p' (z

The prime on the above summation indicates that m and ml

are not both zero in any one term.

g P(z) 3

Both of the functions here satisfy differential equations

of a special type. tion sinx satisfies the dif

ferential equation
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The p-function considered as a function of three corn

plex variables

p

w' is homogeneous in those variables

of degree 2. The constants g (wow') and g (wow') are

homogeneous functions of w and w of degrees -4 and -6
respectively, and are called the invariants of p(x) be-

cause they are invariant under the modular group of trans..-

formations (3, p. 152).

is well known that the p-function can be inverted

by means of the elliptic integral:

where the path of integration does not pass through any of

the singularities of the tntegrand. The branch-points are

1
e

2,
e3 d a), where el, e2, and e3 are the roots of

34t g2
t g3 0. The value assigned to the contour in-

tegral depends upon how the path of integration winds a

round the branch-points (11, p. 437 and 7, pp. 167-169).
The particular path of integration we choose gives

us the values of z in the fundamental parallelogram. With

the periods known we can write o t a formula for all the

solutions of p(z) B in the comp ex plane (8, p. 348).

While the contour integral d scribed above formally

solves the problem of inverting t e p-function, the prob-
lem remains as actually how to ev luate the integral along
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some path. If we expand the integrand in a Taylor series
about the origin, the series will oonverge for

< min 0 e 1.

It is impossible to evaluate the integral with term by term
integration if both limits do not lie in or on the circle
of convergence. Since our upper limit in infinity and the
radius of convergence of the Taylor series is always finite,
the Taylor series expansion method is not feasible.

If we make a Taylor expansion about irfinity by
of t', the transformed integrand has a singularity
of t at the origin. Since the path must approach the
origin, therefore this method also lacks promise.

t is well known that there is an algebraic relation--
hip 8 p. 448) between the Jacobi elliptic function slit

and the Weierstrass p-function. If we could invert one
could invert the other. The integrand of the inversion
integral for the Jacobi elliptic function can be expanded
in a Taylor series and integrated term by term. For those

values inside the circle of convergence for which this is
valid, we could use these results to invert the Weis s
p-function.

We seek however a more general method which, whil

not completely conquering our difficulties, allows us more
freedom for B, the values for which we can actually effect
the inversion of the p-function.



omial P(x) has repeated roots, the
evaluated by elementary functions. We shall make good use
of this fact.

If g2 ft 0, w define g2 12, g3 4(2 + h)A6,

Ax then the inversion integral, for the pfunction
p. 361 and 11, p. 437) become

Copson (1

p-(

6

PP. 361-362) remarks that it a cubic poly
(x)) 1/2dx can be

We expand the integral in a Maclaurin series in the var-
iable h, getting successive derivatives by differentiating
under the integral sign. The series obtained is of the
for

We note here that x3 3 (x lYix 2) so that
st 1 is a repeated root. It turns out that the can

be expressed in terms of elementary functions if we alter
the form slightly. Let x 2 as r21 then



(3.0)

whereS

provided the path of Integration does not pass through or
terminate in the regions hi.

Theorem II. If the Weierstrass p-function has invar-
iants g2 12N4 0 and g3 L1 (2+h) and further the
pefiods w and w' are known, then the p-functions for which
ihi is sufficiently large or less than or equal to 2 can
be completely inverted for all values in the complex plane
by means of the series (3.01).

whe A a. -- (B/A2 2)1/2.

The integrals Kn can now be evaluated by integrating by

parts n times and using standard integration formulas.
The Kn are thus expressible as a finite number of elemen-
tary functions of B and N2.

The in results of this thesis are:
Theorem I. If the Weis strass p-function has invar-

ants gi and g such that g2 = 12A 0 and g 4(2+h)A6 #

then an inverse of the p-function can be obtained by



Corollary I. If he periods of the p-function are
such that their ratio is pure imaginary and the periods
are known to be w = b > 0 and wl it then the p-function
can be inverted completely by means of the series (3.01),
in spite of the fact that Ihl < 2 is not always satisfied,
by solving p(-tizIbti) -B/b2 whenever -4 < h < 2.

Corollary II. Any elltptto function F(z) of order k
having the same periods as a p-function which can be in-
verted completely by series (3.01) can itself be inverted
completely by series (3.01) by solving k p-function inver-
sions for each desired inverted value of F(z).

Theorem III. If a Weieretrass p-function has invar-
tants g2 and g3 uch that Ihl <11. and 14+111 <4, then the
periods are given by

whereB sm 2n(2n+1)(2n+3 ... 6n- /31/2(n1 (-4 2)

8

includes finding the periods of the rectangular case to
which 0 h > which is discussed in (51 pp. 357-368).



Since p(z) takes on each value in the complex plane twice

in each period parallelogram, the value assigned to the

inverse function depends upon the manner in which the path

of integration winds around the branch-points. To show

this let D and D2 be two distinct paths of integration

starting at B. In the u-plane,consider a circle R

(see Figure 1). Since Dand
2

are continuous curve

both extending to infinity, they both cut lul R, say in
u and

u2'
respectively.

1

CHAPTER II

THE DERIVATION OF THE SERIES FOR p

The wellknown inversion integral for the 'elerstrass

on is

the path of integration C

from B along D to u then along lulznE to u2 and back

along D2 to B does not pass through or enclose an the left

any branch-points of the integrand, then the integrand is

analytic within contour C and continuous on C. Since the

conditions of the Cauchy theorem are satisfied, the value

of the contour integral around contour C is zero. We next



Figure 1

Figure 2

\C22
%I Ray 1%2
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show that the contribution from part of C on the circle
gaR tends to zero as R becomes large without bound.

t let R be large enough so that the circle 1u1 R

contains all the finite branchpoints of the integrand.
Using the inte
we are able to write

u2

f4(

dT 1

2 3/2
R1

dz

1 inequalities concerning absolute values,

Therefore the value of the integral along any two paths
of integration that do not enclose any branchpoints is
the same. If, however, the two paths do enclose one or
more branchpoints then the two values of the integral
are not the same (7 pp. 167-169).

where the inte s are taken along the curve juj R and

R is the minimum of the three distances 1 1ze2
and lze31. Clearly the ratio R/Ri tends to one as R be-
comes large without bound. The maximum of RTI is of course

3/227TR. Hence the limit of RT1/2R is zero as R becomes
1

large without bound. This shows that the value of the in-
tegral along D or D2 is the same since
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The value of z = p(B) is thus independent of the

path of Integration within the foregoing restrictions and

we choose a particular path of integration with which to

evaluate the integral. Let lul R be a circle containing

all the finite branch-points el d e of the lute-

4grand. Let g2 12A 0 0 and let T be real and positive.

Let C be any regular contour joining B to 6, the point

where the ray TA2 intersects the circle jul st R. Then

(see Figure 2)

(2.01) z

We now make the following change of variables. Let

g2 120 0 0, g3 4(2+h)N6, u N2v. This is justified

by the following theorem from Pierpont (8, p. 193):

Theorem A. Let f(u) be continuous on the curve C.

When u ranges over C, let v g(u) range over a curve D

hioh corresponds unipunctual y to C. Let the myers

function u = n(v) have a continuous derivative on D. Then,

j(u)du (v)) (v)dv.

By unipunotually, it is meant that as u traces out the

curve C, the variable v = g(u) traces out a curve D once

and only once. In the proof of Pierpont's theorem the
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contours C and D are assumed to be rectifiable or finite,
conditions which are satisfied in our case. Hence we may

write

(2.02)

where we have made the change of variable u=A2v, g2 /412A
6g3 4(2+h)A . or each finite T, we may write
2

TNr du dv

(44/ 2A

hone

dv

3v-2--h)

Thus equation (2.01) can be written

This leads to an integral of the form
71-

v-2 2

lim dv

2A ..(717-1;172--;)1772-*
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where the path of integration in the v-plane goes from ,E==
B/A2 along D to the real positive R/I 21 u T then from

out the positive real axis to infinity.
We wish to consider next the integral part ofequa-

tion (2.02) as a function of the variable h. Suppose that

the integral on the right-hand side of equation (2.02)
represents an analytic function of the variable h whose
derivatives of all orders with respect to h may be obtained
by differentiating under the integral sign. Suppose we do

this formally and thus obtain a Maclaurin series in the

variable h,

We will find a region of convergence of this formal series

and by a continuity argument, we will show that this ser-

ies multiplied by 1/2A, evaluated at the proper lower limit

of integration and the proper value of h, represents an
inverse of the p-function.



( .01)

where S111 (2n

CHAPTER III

REGION OF CONVERGENCE OF TFORMAL SERIES

In Chapter II derived in a formal manner the ser

2

(n!) and 2) dv, by

assuming we could obtain the successive derivatives of the
function represented by the integral in equation (2.02) by
differentiating under the integral ei We now seek the

region of convergence with respect to the variable of ex-
pansion h.

The contour integrals Kla, which are coefficients in
the formal series (3.01), are evaluated along a contour
consisting of two pieces, namely C1, any regular contour
joining t to T1, a large real positive number, and C2, a
contour along the positive real axis from Ti to infinity.

We now investigate the region of absolute convergence

the formal series (3.01). Using some integral inequall
ties concerning absolute values and the fact that the

15
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maximum of the sum of two functions is less than or equal
to the sum of the maximums of the individual functions we

te the following sequence of Inequalities: Since

2) +1) (v-2),

Therefore,

The last integral on the ri finite if T 2 and if
or +2.

This also prevents the minimum of 1( 1) (v-2) I over C

the path of integration does not pass through



from being zero, providing path C avoids caul +2 also.

the un are the right side of equation (3.02). By the ratio

(3.03)

Consider the aeres of positive terms

the aerie

lim n
n-o-co un min on

C1+C2

our case this leads to
hi

converges provided th

(v+1) r- )1

In the r-plane the level curves i(v+1 (r-2) th I of he

polynomial (v+1) (v-2) are continuous closed curves. They

divide the plane into two open regions. These level curves

may be two disjoint closed curves or joined together at a
single point or a single closed curve. Everywhere inside

these level curves the strict inequality
(3.04) (r+3.)2(v--2)

holds by the maximum modulus theorem for analytic functions.

It will be shown later that outside of these curves the
strict inequality holds
( 3 .05 ) 1(v+1) (r-2)I

therefore conclude that the test ratio for

lim n+1
rr-oco un

17

where

s than one if no part of the contour C passes inside



or on one of he level curves
comparison test with

verges absolutely and uniformly since the I for all
U P. 3).

Thus the region of absolute and uniform convergence

of the formal series (3.01) is defined by the level curves
(3.06) 1(v+1) r-2)1 .

the forma

f the polynomial v 3v-2 = (v+1) (v-2). Outside tlaes

level curves the forma series (3.01) converges absolutely
and uniformly to an analytic function, but does it repre-
sent the integral from which it was obtained in a formal
fashion? In the next part, we shall show that the series
does indeed represent the integral for every lower limit
v = BA satisfying the equation (3.05).

We shall in a still later section study these level
curves in some detail. These together with certain addi-
tion formulas for the Weierstrass pfunction allow us to
complete the inversion of the pfunction for 1111 < 2. At

our present state we have a formal series which converges
but not for all possible lower limits of integration.
This deficiency we can only partly avoid.

In our next chapter re will see that the conditions
for absolute and uniform convergence of the formal series
(3.01) to an analytic function are sufficient for the
series (3.01) to represent the integral.

h By the

eerie 1) con
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Iv

THE INTEGRAL AND THE FUNCTION

In this chapter we will discuss the function defined
by the integral

(4.01) f(h) F(z,h)dz,
A

where F(z,h) (z -3 h) 1/2. prove the fo
lowing most important theorem:

Theorem I. The function f( defined by he inte a

is an analytic function of h providing the path of inte-
gration does not intersect the closed regions defined in
the r-plane by equation (4.05), and furthermore derivatives
of all orders of f(h) with respedt to variable h may be
found by differentiating under the integral sign.

It was assumed in Chapters II and III that f(h)could
be represented by the series (3.01) which was discussed
there. To prove this we make use of the following theorems:

Theorem B. Let F(z,h) be a continuous function of the
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complex variables z and h, where h ranges over a region D,

and z lies on a contour C. Let F(z,h) be an analytic func-
tion of h, then for every value of z on C,

(4.03)

(4.02)

is an analytic function o h in region D, and

h)

,h) dz

IF(z.h) dz
Ih

and similarly for derivatives of higher orders (9, P. 99),
Theore C. Let F(z,h) satisfy the following condi

tio
It is a continuous function of both variables

when h lies inside a closed contour D and T < z < T',
for every finite value of T'

(ii) for each such value of z, analytic
function of he regular within D;

OD

egral f(b) dz is convergent

when h lies within D and uniformly convergent when h lies

In any closed domain D' within D.

Then f(h) is an analytic function of h, regular within D,
whose derivatives of all orders may be found by differen-
tiating under the integral sign (1, p. 110).
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Test for uniform convergence of an infinite integral:
Let F( h) be a continuous function of t when h lies in a
bounded closed domain D and t a and which satisfies at
each point of D the inequality

1F(t <

a positive function independent of h. Then,

oonverges, the integral j(t,b)at is uniformly

and absolutely convergent in D (1, p. 111).
We saw in Chapter III that if the contour Ci C2 used

in defining f(h) in equation (3.01) does not Intersect the
closed regions of the complex plane defined by
(4.05) E-21 Ihl,
then the Maclaurin series in h, where the successive der-
ivatives of (h) were obtained by differentiating under
the integral sign, is absolutely and uniformly convergent.

We shall now prove that the function

(4.04)

where

(4.06) f(h)

does have precisely this expansion in a Maclaurin series
in the variable h under the condition that the contour
C1 +C2 does not intersect the closed regions in the complex
z-plane defined by equation (4.05).
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To show this, let the contour C, start atz choose

he region D in Theorem B to be Ihl < Iho d.-3z 210 0 '
where the variable z ranges over contour C the contour C

of Theorem B.

Clearly, any singularities of F(z,h) can occur only
where h sz, z

intersect the closed regions of equation (4.05), because
the equation h ft z3-3z-2 can only be satisfied on the level
curves cleaned by the equality in equation (4.05). There-
fore, ce the level curves for 1h1 < 0101 lie Inside
those of 1/101, it follows that F(z,h) is continuous in
both variables for z on C for all 1211 Ihol. Therefore,

by Theorem B, the conclusion of Theorem I holds for oon-
tour Cl.

We now apply Theorem C to the integral in equation

(4.06) where we are interested only in the path C2, the
path C1 having been taken care of in the last paragraph.
Clearly, if the conditions of Theorem B are met then so
are the first two conditions of Theorem C. We are there-

fore interested In the uniform convergence of the integral
in (iii) of Theorem C. We now apply the test for uniform

convergence of an infinite integral. Let Ti
1- 'holy

then clearly IT? 3T 21 > 1h01, and furthermo

T? 2(3T1+2+1h01) 2(3T1+2+1h1), so that finally
T/2 < 1T3 3T Z-h1 for all Ihl IhJ. From this it

But this is impossible i C does not



follows that IT 3
which is region D,
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1/2 < 4T13/2 for all 111 holt
closed and bounded. Since the

co

integrall4T 3/2dT converges for every T 0, it follows

by the test for uniform convergence of an infinite
gral that the Integral

1F(t,h)dt
C2

converges absolutely and uniformly for all Ihl h0 t.

This completes the proof of the satisfaction of condition
(iii) of Theorem C. Therefore by Theorem C, we may draw

the conclusion of Theorem I for the contour C2, provided

C2 does not intersect the closed regions defined by equa
tion (4.05). This completes the proof of Theorem I.

Therefore, series (3.01) is the Maclaurin series of
the function f(h), which by Theorem I is analytic and
continuous. Combining results now we have our main theo-

rem:

Theore, II. If g2 m 121%4 14 0 and g m 4(2+h)A6, then

an inverse of the Weierstrass pfunction having g2 and g3
as invariants is given by

(4.07) z p(B) for all B



where Sn = ); 12!
2

d Kn

2

and the contours C and
C2

do nointersect the closed
1

regions bounded by the level curves in the vplaneof the

polynomial v 3v-2 given by

21 1111.

The constant X and the value of the variable h are

both determined by the conditions g2 = 12N4 71 0 and

g3 4(2+h)A6 . In Chapter II, we derived by change of

variables that the inverse pfunction was given by equa-

tion (2.02) when A and h have the values determined above.

The series (3.01) which is the right side of equation
(4.07) is a continuous function of h and represents the

Integral of equation (2.02) when h and A are determined

by the conditions of Theorem II. This concludes the proof

of Theorem II.

Still to be determined are the values of A and h un-

der various hypotheses. we wish to assume that the per-

iods w and w of the pfunction are given. From this we

ust derive the necessary invariant g2 and g3 from which

A and h may be determined, so that an inverse may be com-

puted using series (3.01). Also, the level curves of equa-

tion (4.05) limit the use of series (3.01) and the Kn are

yet to be determined.

2114-1,

2 dv



= 4p (z1w,w1) g 9p z g w,w

where w and w' are periods of the pfunotion. The quan-

tities and g (wor ) are called the invariants of
p(z1w,w ). These invariants are expressed in terms of

the periods w and w as follows

(5.02)

.03

CHAPTER V

THE INVARIANTS AND OP THE FUNCTION

0(mw+m

s the d.ifferentta

where the summations extend with respect to both m aM t

over all the Integers and the prime indicates that in and
mt are not both zero in any one term.

Both series are absolutely convergent, hence they oan
be rearranged at our convenience (3, pp. 152-153). In

this section we wish to derive a more practical series for

The We3.erstrass pfunction

equation

(5.01) {p (z1w,w9}
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computing the invariants g2 and g3 when the periods are

given. In fact we will derive:

(5.06)

4n4
3w4

8,,6

g3(w = 27w6

(n)

where the summation extends with respect to m over all he

positive and negative integers but not zero; this partial
fraction expansion is valid only for non-integral u. We

borrow from complex variables another representation of

the same function

(5.07) n ot nu = n
where w exp(2niu); this expansion is o valid only or

non-integral u, or what is the same, Iwt < 1.

Differentiating the righthand sides of equations
(5.06) and (5.07) each with respect to variable u, three

where q = exp( ), e = such that e) > 0, and 8k(m)

is the sum of e k h powers of the divisors of n, include-

ing n and one.
Following p. 154), we begin with the M ag-Leffler

partial traction expansion o

(5 04 )

(505)
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and five times respectively, using each time dw/du2iiiw,
we obtain the following after equating

(5.06)'

(5.07)' 120

where u and u

Setting u m's,

we obtain

(5.06)14
"CO

(5.07) .?__(m+m
-lo

(508) g2(w

(5.09) g(w,w')

e been put unde

> 0) so that w

64n

g

e.

Factoring out a w from equations (5.02) and .0 we

have

60(m+m

summation signs.

exp(2rim
p

e

the sums remain the e if m replaced by



(5.10)

which

(5.11) g

equation 5.06)n we may then write

g2 Pc)

ArT

precisely equation 5.04)

larly, from equation (5.07)"

280 (m+m
In

(m+m + 240
ms=1

which is precisely equation (5.05) if t q2.

The validity of rearranging the terms of the double
series for the invariants g2 and g follows from the ab-

solute convergence of the double series given in equations

(5.02) and (5.03) 10, p. 204). The sums and

28

were obtained from (3, p. 154). The fact that w and w

can be chosen so that (6) > 0 is given in (6, p. 3
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We shall now proe he resultant series are absolutely
convergent for 1(121 Itl < 1. Let k(n) be the sum of the

kth powers of the divisors of n, including n and one; then

Therefore

for k > 2.

(2nk) I or k .

2n

Applying the ratio test to the series on the right above
for fixed k we readily find that the series converges
absolutely or 1. Therefore, by the comparison test

our series given in equations (5.04) and (5.05) are abso-
lutely convergent for Iq2I < 1.



CHAPTER VI

THE VARIABLES h AND N

In this chapter we wish to discuss in some detail the
variables h and h which are defined by the transformations
g2 = 12N4 0 and g, = 4(2+h)A whioh we used in a pre-

vious chapter to transform the inversion integral for the
Weierstrass p-function into a more tractable form. Let

it be supposed that we are given values for g and g3
then there are four permissible values of N and two per-
missible values for h. Let No be the principal fourth
root of g2/12, then corresponding to No and -No we set

h + 2 = (108)1/2g /4/2, and for iI and ih the negative

value of h + 2 above, where the principal square root of
g2 is used. We shall have need for both oombinations of

h and A. e should note here that h(No) + h( 1N0)

to be proved later.
Either combination of h(A0) and A or0

gives a value of the inverse
and

used in series (3.010
p- unction. By direct calculations in the last chapter

1it will be found that h(No) and No gives a value of p
in the fundamental parallelogram, but we shall have



occasion to use the other values also.

To properly set he stage for a more detailed study

of the variable h, we wish to discuss automorphio fun

tions.

Basically, there are functions which are periodic like

sinz whioh satisfies rinz = sin(z + 2nr). In other words

they are invariant under a certain group of linear trans-

lations. The Weierstrass pfunction is invariant under all

the linear translations z' z + mw + m'sql where m and ml

are integers and w and w' the periods of the pfunction.

Since both staz and p(z) are analytic everywhere in the

complex plane except for poles and are invariant under

certain groups of transformations, they are said to be

automorphic with respect to their respective groups.

Here we wish to deal with certain functions whioh are

automorphio with respeot to the modular group. This group

is a subgroup of the group of bilinear fractional trane-

formations

z' = (az+b)/(oz+d), ad be O.

In the modular group a, bo e, d are integers with the

further restriotion that ad be 1. If w and w a

pair of primitive periods of p(z) omple e se

pairs of primitive periods for this pfunction is given

by



(6.01) w1 = aw + bit' and w + dw'

where a, b, o, d are integers satisfying ad be = . For

proof se p. 150).
Let us form the function H fh(w + 212.

Clearly both of the previous h's discussed satisfy
H(w,w9 = {h(A0)+2)2 DI( i 0

2 = 108g

use it and w' to emphasize the periods as invariants g2
and g3 were defined originally in terms of these periods.
Using the homogeneity of g2( 9 and g(w,w') we may

rite

where e 111/w and is chosen as in CpeVsuch that
1(e) > 0. Forming the function

2,g t
= 108 10 = H(1,

where the period it ft 0 has cancelled out and this shows
that H is a function of e alone.

Since the now periods wi and Wj obtained from apply-

ing equations (6.01) give us the same lattice points as
before, then it follows that g2 and g3, whose series are
absolutely convergent, merely have their sums rearranged
and consequently have the same value. Hence

(wow') = g2( wi) and g ( ) g twi

Thus we assert that



are taken on at e

3. Mil
Thus we

= lif(a b / ce

for integers a, b o, d satisfying ad be st 1. Thus

takes on the same values or displays the same singularities

at congruent points under the modular group of transforma-

tions. These transformations map the half-plane 1(0 > 0

into itself.

It is shown in (3 p. 151) that ) and g(1 6)

are analytic in the half-plane > 0. The poles of H

1 4. 01/2 /2 and points congruent to
2

s under the modular group of transformations since the in-

variant g2 has zeros at s and points congruent to it under

the modular group and no others. Invariant g3 has no sin-

gularities in the finite complex plane. The only singular-

ities of H(s) are therefore at the zeros of g2 or at the
poles of g3. Therefore H( s) is a meromorphic function

of e In this half lane.

From Ford (3 p. 83) we use the definition of an auto-

morphia function: A function f(z) is automorphic with res-

pect to a group of bilinear fractional transformations T

provided:

z

where f( ) is analytic or has poles so shall T z.

f(z).

ert that H(s) auto orphie with

ingle-valued analytic fune on.

tea In the domain of existence he points



2
an . The maps of R under the modular

group of transformations cover the open half lane without

overlapping.

Ford's automorphio function e) p. 151) is lat-
ed to our function H(s). They are both automorphio with

respect to the same group. We will therefore make good

use of the properties of J given in Ford to analyze our

H(s) pp. 151-163).

The function J(c) = (g

H(e) 108 23/g3 by the funo iona
2

(6.02
4 H(s

be shown without too much trouble that if

complex conjugate of e then

s related to
relationship

4

respect to the modular group.
The modular group has a fundamental region in the

half-plane in which every function whioh le automorphio

with respect to it takes on all of its values at least

once. we shall now describe the fundamental region R0 for

the modular group in the half-plane I(e) > 0.
The region R shall consist of the open region above

the circle lei 1 and between the two vertical lines

R(e) w +1/2. To this we add the boundary curves R(e) 1/2

above 1 1, and the closed minor arc of lel 1 Joining



C
e18

(4r4
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from hcreadily follows that J

) This means that J(s) and H(e) as well as
and g take on oonju e values at e and at s, which

is the reflection of e across the imaginary axis. It re-
mains to assign the exceptional values to the exceptional
points of the function H(e). As e moves outward from =

along the imaginary axis, the function z = J(e) varies
steadily from z = 1 to z = OD through positive values.
J(e) = 1 at e = i, it follows that H(i) = 0, and further
that H(e) increases steadily to 4. We therefore assign

gig (1

.1 31/2
H(o)) = 4. Ate

2 2
11/2

annot be finite. We therefore assign H{ } = cc.2

Since J(13+1) J(e) H(e+1) H(e), which follow

both from the fact that e + 1 is a member of the mod-
ular group and from the unique relationship between J and
H. This plus the fact that both J and H take on conjugate
values at e and shows that J and H are real on the ver-
tical boundary of L. The modular group transformation

-1/6 maps the minor arc of
1/2
2 into the minor c of

1/2
2 in such a

has the value 0, whence H

er that on those arcs the co rev-

po d ng points are reflections of one another across the

36

161 1 joining i and

1 joiningi and.



urning

from the far extent of the positive imaginary axis through

I. and along the minor arc of lel 1 to our starting point

goes through all the real values from +a)to (s) is

negative in Ro only on the open minor are of Eel 1 join-

1/2
ing 1 and I,

2
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ginary axle. It therefore follows that on these arcs

t J and H are real. The function J takes on each value

in the complex plane once and only once in Ro, and from

the functional relationship between H and J it follows that

H takes on each value once and only once. In traversing

the boundary of Ro clockwise along kI 1 through 1 and

then out the imaginary axis the function z = J(e) increases

steadily from ap to +CO. It follows therefore from the

functional relationship (6.02) that H(s), starting at

/2

s = + I
2

going outward along R(e) = and
2

Since J has a pos tive imaginary part in the left half

of /I0, it follows by a little algebra that H has the same

property, and further that H has a negative imaginary part

in the right half of Ro. These halves are separated by

the imaginary axis.

We next look at a region B, which consists ofRo and

the map of Ro under e 1/s, a member of the modular

group. Since H is autoinorphic with respect to the modular

group and takes on each value once and only once in Ro it

follows that H takes on each value twice and only twice in



and fors,,then implies41

if both si and lie in Bo.
Let s and be inverse points with respect to the

circle 1sJ 1, then it follows that e and Ile are re-1
fleotions of one another across the imaginary axis and hence
H(t1) H(s

ince th

of B either h( s) 2 01()11/2 or hl 2- H()11/2

If we are using the conventional principal square root of
H(e), to make h(s) continuous except for singularities at
the zeros of g2 In the half laneRe)>O, we use one formula

in R() and the other in the map of R under el a mem-

ber of the modular group. The continuity follows in t
region Ro by the oontinuity of the principal square root
however, where H is negative the principal square root is
discontinuous hence we must switch to the negative value

of the principal square root in crossing a curve of nega-
tive values. This (mourn where H is negative, namely,

the common boundary of A and the lower half of B The

function h defined by o separate functional elements in
two halves of B takes an each value in the complex plane
onoe and only once, for suppose it took on the same value
twice in R0' ' this would imply H also did, which is a con-
tradiction. Further suppose that it took on one value in

since H(s ) H( 1/e ).
).1.. 12 H(s), it follows that at each point
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R0 and the same value again in the lower half of B this
implies that H = 0, but this can happen only at
which lies on the boundary of R0. We therefore assert

that the equation

(6.03) h( E1) + h(e2)

has solutions in B0 if and only If el This equa-

tion is of importance in the next chapter.
We note that the exceptional values for h which are

d 4 are taken on at OD and 0 respectively.
Some numerical calculations of hand computer type of

h and A are given in Chapter XIII, for either w and w0

or g2 and g3 given. In either case,

and h'

where the series of Chapter V will ompute g2 and g3 from

the periods w and w



CHAPTER VII

THE PERIODS w OF THE u-FUNCTION

In this chapter we are interested In deriving a series
which will give a pair of primitive periods of a p-function
with g2 and g3 the only prior knowledge.

From Chapter VI, we recall from equation (6.03) that

e ) + h(e2) -4 in B then1 1/ 2. Let

h(w,w9, The pair of primitive periods w and w

are carried into a pair of primitive periods by equations

40

where a m 0, b a-1 o ga +1, d 0, whenoe ad be

Therefore, w/and a pair of primitive periods of
the same p-function.

We may suppose to lie in B since R

maps under the modular group cover the half lane

> 0 without overlapping. Therefore 'there exists a
member of the modular group which will map e ,/w any

point in I(e) > 0 not in Bo, into Bo. Since e is in B
el xt -1/e lies also in B and h( a) + h(0) There-

fore

(7.02)

--w (0)w, + (-1)w
(7.01)

(1)w' + (0)w



If peilw,

then el,

p(9
are the roots of 4

3

and p

g2 tt-g

(7.05)

P(

since p(z1

2

P(z lw

dt

1(4 g
e3

where C is a closed loop enclosing only ei and e.

Corresponding to h = h 0= h(w ) is No, and to

h' = h(i)) = h(w'sw) is. To see this we recallho

that the transformation e Vey associated with equa-

tions (7.01) is a member of the modular group so that

g2(w'rw)

12 12 0

(wow') is transformed into h' h(w

then from equation (7.02) we may use h'

41

0, and

Fur el

by

in g. ) = 4(2+W))06 2 ) = 4(2+h)4 to obtain

where C is a closed loop enclosing only roots e and

(7, p. 169).
Correspondingly, then, for p(zIW,149, ith W = wit



7.06)

Collecting results
4 4 6A/ and N0 0 0

707)

Since p(z)

also even so that the choice of the sign in equation
(7.07) is arbitrary. If 1h1 < 4 it will be shown in Chap-

ter X that the unsolvable regions" defined by

21 < Ihi
ed curves which are disjoint.are bounded by distinct c

We characterize them as 1
having E2 and E3 on it and v mi

inside, and S having E on it and v +2 inside. There-

fore, we can enclose S with a closed loop at every point

of which the series (3.01) represents the integral of equa-
tion (2.02). Now the integrals which are the coefficients

are essentially of a different character than the inversion

integral.
Therefore, we can employ series 3.01) to find the

periods of the p-function if the path of integration stays
out of the unsolvable regions". A series for one period

(7.08)

have from equations .05) and .06)

whence

6 -
even function, its inverse function

42



where S )1/2 (n!) and An

Therefore,

the path of integration C encloses the level curve Si.

C can be chosen close enough around S so that it never

crosses the line R(v) = + 1 and hence does not out S

The function (v 2)
2 can be rendered analytic in

the vplane if the plane out from +2 to OD along the

positive axis of the reals. With this understanding we

may now employ the Cauchy derivative formulas. If f(z)

identifies a function whioh is analytic in and outinuous

on C, then

(z) ft

2 ..... 11442

2n+1

where f(v) (v 2) 2and C does not cross the branch

out joining + 2 to OD h is the case if C does not

cross R(v) = 1.

Actually performing the differentiation and e al

e derivative at v = gives



709)

The ratio test revealsthat the resulting series converges

absolutely for Ihi FO that the series for period w

is given by

But

0)

( , )

where C

(2n+1)(2n+ 6n-1)
I(1 .n( 3) n( ) (2 ):

for 'hi < 4. Next we obtain an analogous form for w
Aredwilitheimapaedgethat)0+Awe Shall0'

proceed from equation (7.04). Making the substitutions

g2 12Ne g3 = 4(24419x66 and t x, the integral in
equation (7.01+) becomes

2

3.)

hence the limits become

Expanding in a series,

n

44

loop C' encloses



and

The roots L, E and E of x r- 0 lie on two
level curves, E., and F on S and E1 on3

are continuous functions of h. RootsE2
and E lies on for Ihl < 4. Now let I < 4 so that2

' and E lie on S'* Loop C' will enclose El and E° if1 2 3

it encloses Si. If lh Ihl < 4, then the level curve
St lies inside of or on Si and if Ihl h'I < 4 then

S contains S1. The polynomial x 3x-2 has DO zeros with-
in S or S' except x 1 which lies within both. There-

fore, since

where C encloses 8,, and

2n+1
2 dx

C'

where C' encloses S' then An On. Therefore, equat o
(7.08) and (7.12) can be written

These root

d E lie on S

An n

45

But h(1,1) since g ( . Therefore,



X6 = A

where B

Rereafte

with X .4

Both converge since 1101 111 2 < 4. Therefore,

11=

) and. i

d we have the final form for our series:

d w,

as in (7.10).

belongs with X and h(w tw) belongs



CEkPTER VIII

THE ADDITION FORNULAS FOR p(z)

The Weiers ass pfunctionhas an addition formula

(8.0 1) p(u .1{H-P (V) 12
4 p u)--P(V) P(U) P(v.

which on specialization of v gives three well known addi

tion formulas. Let el, 02, 03 be the values assumed by
P(z) at z wl 2' and w3 respectively, where wl w/2

w+w1)/2, w w'/2, and w and w' are periods of p(z
then

(8.02)

(8.03)

(8.04)
*1)(05-10-2

p(u)e3

o ogenei of p(zlw )namely that
P(hz1 NW) = p(ziw,w /h2, h 1( 0,

we may express formulas (8.01) (8.02), aM 8.03) in a
more useful form. For example, using formula (8.01) we

write

47



or

E E )
(8.05) r-E3

2 2 2wire h z = p(u) El 21

Treating formulas (8.03) and (8 04)
obtain three more useful formulas

(8.06) p[h(u+w ))

(8.07) pfx(u+w )) a E

(8.08) PIA(u+w )1

(

E ) (

3

the same way, we

saw before in Chapter IV that the series 3.01)

converges to the inverse of the p-function if p(u) =12z

and z satisfies in the complex r-plane the inequality of
equation (4.05), namely, that lz -3z-21 > 'hi. In what

follows the proper value of X and h prescribed by Theorem

II will be assumed, namely g2 = 12A4 It 0 and g 4(2+h)N6.

It is convenient to say that a region is solvable'

by means of series (3.01) in the r-plane provided the in-
equality 1z3-3r-21 1h1 is satisfied for each z of the
region; otherwise, we say it is "unsolvable". Thus the

values of z satisfying the inequality I!3-3z-21 fhl con-

stitute the unsolvable regions. The boundaries of these

regions are the level curves 1z3-3z--21 Ihl, which may be

r,



We assoota

as foil
p(u)

Equation (8.06)

z; p

the planes z, r s and t with the p-functions

2r; p(u+w) p(u+w )2

.07), and (8.08) now become mappings

49

two continuous but disjoint curves or one continuous closed

curve.
Suppose we have obtained a solution to p(u) z

by means of series (3.01). We have simultaneously obtained

solutions to
A. p(u+w ) B; B. p(u+w ) = B; C. p(u+w ) B,

provided w1, 2' and w3 are known. Also, we have obtained

indirectly by means of formulas (8.06) (8.07), and (8,08)

solutions to
B. P(u+w ) (el

P(uof ) =
e2

p(u+w
3

)(e

provided wl, w2, and w and also 5j and e are known.

There are known formulas for computing el and e from

w and w', which will be found in (8, p. 449). Thus the

solvable" regions can be extended. The prime question

now arising is: Can the solvable region be the entire com-

plex plane? We consider next the answer to this question.

The answer will not be complete nor will it be simple.
It is convenient to consider four planes z, r s, t.



of the complex r-plane onto the complex r, a, and. t-planes

which are to be labeled as follows:

(8.09)

(8.10)

(8.11)

(8.12)

p (

= p

= p

T
2

regions in the mimeo

3: E = (

These transformations carry he extended complex r-plane

into the extended complex r, a, and t-planes.

In each plane, z r, s, and t the series (3.01) can

be used to invert the corresponding p-function, giving

), where z 3/A2 if 2 hi

= p(B), where r 21, B/N2 if
BA2), where s 'hi

) where t /N2 f hi.

have therefore identical level curves in each of the

r, a and t-planes for fixed 1211. The "unsolvable"

ve planes are given by

r-21 ihi for v = z, r, a, or t.

Formulas (8.09) (8.10), and (8.11), however, give inter-

connections between the solvable" regions and the "u

solvable" regions in the r-plane and each other plane.

a point zo aml Bo/N2 is in an unsolvable" region in the r-

plane it need not necessarily be mapped into an "unsolr-

ableregion of the r, s or t-planes by transformations

50



The relations

onsider

19 Li

he transformation Tl

E are distinct complex3

t clearly show that

under T1 the point z is first inverted in the circle with

center at z E and radius R and then Is reflected in
1 1

the internal angle bisector of the angle E2E1E3.

The inversion is conformal, but the reflection is 1

sogonal angle-reversing), so that the net result is isog-

onal (12, p. 240). Under an inversion, the points lying

On the circle of inversion are rearranged but still lie

T or T respectively. Let z be mapped intoT2, 3 olv-
able region 1n the r-plane. In such a case instead of

solving directly p(u) i= Bo for u by series (3.01) we solve

instead the equation p(u+w B1 Pm T (B ).

We wish now to invest e what happens geometrically

to a typical point in the r-plane under one of the trans-
formations. It is convenient here to consider the trans-

formations as mappings of the extended complex z-plane in-

to itself.

In parti u a US

given by (8.09) where E

numbers. We may translate the origin to point E so that

(8.09) becomes

(8.13) 2t )z z ne

where 2
(2 Now if z nexp(it)

then

(8.14) ( n)exp(2i4 exp(i).
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on the same c ale Under a flection in a 11
points on the line are not changed.

In the next chapter we shall discuss the transforma-
tions T1, T2' and T collectively and find some important3

geometrical results.



K2

TER IX

THE TRANSFORMATIONS T AND T

From Chapter VIII we see that the transformations T1

T and P1 have a key connection in finding the solution

to the functional equation p(u) R. B. In order to further

study the possible values of B for which the foregoing

equation may be solved by means of series (3.01), it is

necessary to investigate the overall effect of these trans-

formation

In order to discuss all three transformations, it is

convenient to introduce the following notation: Let Kl,

3 of radii R R and centers E
2'

R
3

2, E3 be the

i cies of inversion of transformations Tl 2, and T3.

We denote by T (Xi) the map of the boundary of circle Xj

under transformation T and further T Tj (x) T={T1 (x)}.i i
The circles Xi and Kj always intersect in points Pij and

Q and the 1 ne L passes through Eij ij and E3. The point

iesonthesamesideofLasdoeEk. The point
ij

is the reflection of Q in line Lij
Since el e2 e are distinct roots of 43

(9.01) g, '° 3) )(u-e)

Under transformation u 2 2 0,



(9.02)

Therefore R =

equation (9.01) is transformed

64X (v-E

e order the sides of the triangle

lows:

(9.03)

so that, since h 0 the roots o

2 0 / 2 and B3

consider first that triangle
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im 0 are

is soalene,
and C as fol

By saying T Ti(x), we mean T (T (x d by T =T(
e mean that the two maps are circles having the same radii

nd the same center. In other words, they are both point

which bound the same circle. It does not necessarily

follow that T (x) = T (x) for all x on the boundary of K

Theorem I. The transformations T
T3

together

with the transformation T: w = z form a commutative group

of transformations which map the extended r-plane into it
self.

Proof: follow d rom the r at ions



We next state our key mapping theorem:

Theorem II. Let region R consist of all the interior

points of K1 K2 and 5 then any point of R is mapped

outside of R by T 2, or Ty

These transformations belong to the bilinear fraction-

al transformations which carry the family of straight lines

and ciroleo into itself. For example, a straight line

through the center of inversion E goes over into another

straight line through Ei, a wellknown result of inversive

geometry. The following lemma is inserted without proof

to aid the reader in following the diagrams. It follows

readily from the geometric properties of the transforma-

tions T T and T3.
3.

Lemma I. Under the assumption that triangle El 2 3

is soalene, let T(K3) be the map of the boundary points

of Kj under transformation Ti. Then the map T1(K) is a

oirole, orthogonal to Lik, with a radius CjRj/(Cli-Ci).

the direction from E to Ek along Lik be taken as positive

then the center of T is on Lik and at a distance

Cj/(Ci-C1) from El.

We next consider the maps of some special points u

der transformation Ti.

sides Ck Rj (CkCi)1

sides R
c 1/2

k J

igure 4, consider API3EE withi

(Ck CJ)//' k2 and AE E with

1/2C C , C,. They are both

55
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F gluse



1/2similar to a triangle with sides Ck
hence to each other. Further, angle Pij
The lino containing E and P the line containing Ei
and Pik are mutual inverses under Ti. Points Pij and Pik

both lie on K. Therefore, P Pik are inverse points
under T. The same is true of Qij and Qik.

Lemma 11. Circle Ti(Kk) passes through Pij and Qi
Proof: Circle Kk passes through P d Q by der
on, and hence T (Kk) passes through the inverses of

e points under Ti.
Lemma III. Circles T and T CK are the same

of points.
Proof: Since P ( then T (

T(K) from group property TiTk = Tj.
Let Kit be the map of Kk under Ti or T then i

T (K )k
they must in-

tersect in the invariant points Slc and S" of Tk. Since

jand K, are mutually inverse under both T and Tit
follows that S and S are also mutually inverse under both

T and T The points S' and S, t the intersections
of the bisector of EiEkEj and circle Kk.

ijCircles K, K' intersect in P and Q

der Tk the maps of these circles must again intersect in
two points P' and Q We now make a table of inverses to

invariant under T for Tk(Kic) T T (K

Since K and K' are both invariant under Tk k

and

57

PikE Ek.



A word or two about interior points under mappings.
Under T the interior of K maps into the interior of 103
if K3 does not contain E1; otherwise, the interior of KJ

58

go with Figure 5. In the column under T1 in the row of,

say, Pijis the inverse of Pij under T

Point TI
T3

Point P1 T2 T

S"
1

Su P12 P13 P23 PI

S '1 S'1 P12 P. P2323

"2 Se2 S'2 Ss2 P23 P1 P12
P13

Su2 2
t

Q12 Q13 Q23 W

SI S*
3

Se Q13 Q12 W Q23

81
3

Si
3 Q23 Q' Q-12 13

P. P2 Q' Q23 Q13 12

of K3 between P13 and P23. If c3 > c2 > C1 hen every

point of Ro is mapped exterior to R as defined in Theorem

II by either Tl or P2.
Proof: In what follows curvilinear triangles will

carry the symbol A (see Figu 5). Under T

is mapped exterior to Ki.
We now need another lemma.

Lemma IV Let R be the points interior to K0
whioh are exterior to K3 together with the open major aro

a) The interior of AP123S' 23 is carried into the in
terior of AP 139Q' and outside of RI,



1/4 

am. 

/ le 
. I . 

I 
...., . 
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b) the interior of AP132P12 being interior to Ki
exterior to K2 and exterior to is mapped exterior to

exterior to K, exterior to K, outside o

) arc Pi Q2 of K interior to K1 goes into the
major arc P Q' of K outside of R,

d) minor arc 3 goes into minor arc'
outside of R.
Under T

The interior of AP12 is carried into the in
tor of AP33SeQ1 and outside of R,

the interior ofAP23S P12 being interior to K
3

exterior to K1, and exterior to
K3

is mapped exterior to

K exterior to K,2 d Interior to 9, hence outside of

o 13 of K3 interior to K2 goes into the
major arc 124'

or arc S4Q., goes into tnor arc of K'

outside of R.
This oomple . We can ow complete the

proof of Theorem /I.
Transformation

IT3
carries the interior of exterior

to K3 part on R0 and the remainder clear of R. If a point
x of the Interior of 15 is mapped into a subregion R' of

0 while 1U0 is mapped exterior to R b7 T hen x is mapped
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exterior to R by T2. If T (T x) iis not in R hen T2(x)

T T (x1 3 not in B. This concludes the scalene case.
Now if AB E2E, is not soalene but such that C3 2>

> C1, then K'is a straight line through Pi and Q13. The

proof goes through unaltered, except for a remark about

interiors. A circle through the center of inversion is
mapped into a straight line which is the radical axis of
the circle and the circle of inversion. The interior of
such a circle is mapped Into the half lane not containing
the center of inversion.

If C3 > C2 Ci, then K3 is a straight line through
d Q and the remark on interior. above makes theP12 12

proof go through unaltered.
The two oases of isosceles triangles just discussed

cover any eventuality. The equilateral ease cannot occur.
This completes the proof of Theorem II.

Corollary to Theorem II. If the level curves
z 21 IbI lie tnteriqr to region R of Theorem I0

then all functions having

inverted by use of series (3.01) provided the periods

and w' are known.

We note here the region R depends on h. The level

curves are Independent of amplitude of h, but not the mag-

nitude 1111. Hence the level curves referred to must lie
in all regions R as h varies over the circle 1111 k>0.

may be completely
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Since every point of the "unsolvable regions' of seriei
(3.01) Ia then mapped into a solvable region" by T 20

or T3 we conclude that each such pfunction can be complete-
ly inverted.

In Chapters X and XI we shall find two examples where

this Corollary applies.
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CHAPTER X

THE LEVEL CURVES AND THEIR BOUNDS

Of utmost importance in the absolute and uniform co-

vergence of series (3.01) are the level curves
3z-21 al 1111.

The regions R of Chapter IX depend upon the variable

h. The level curves are independent of the angle of 11,

hence if we are to prove that the level curves lie inside
of R, it is sufficient to show that a circle contained
within II covers a circle enclosing the level curves inde-
pendent of the angle of h. For 1h1 sufficiently large
and for Ihl 2, we are able to show that the level curves
lie within R.

The case (hi 2 is considered in Chapter XI.
deal first with the case where ih1 is large.

e wish to minimize and maximize the function z)

1 z 32-21 on the circles 171 R > 2. We state without

proo

Theorem I. The function f(z) 21 on the

circle achieves its minimum at R and its

maximum at R(z) 1/2.

For a given level curve S: (hi, the



smallest boundin

R > 2 satisfying (R+

eat circle
ing (r +2)

Hence the is

curve S lies outside of this circle. Similarly, the larg-

2

r lying inside S has radius r aatist

curve S lies between
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= 11, enclosing S has radius

Ihl. No part of the level

R > 2 (R+1) 2

r (r +2)

We next approximate the positive roots of hese equa-
tions.

Theorem II. ih then for r and ii of 10.01)

(10.02)
r >a

a + I/a
, for a 1

Observe that for H > 2$ (R+1)2(11-2) is a monotone

Increasing continuous function of R. Direct substitution
and the inequality a + 1/a > 2; valid for a > 0 gives
the first result. Clearly (r2+2) is also a strictly
Greasing function of re so direct substitution and ohoos

1/ing a so that a > 22 gives the result.
The roots of r-2 = h are E and lie an

level curve S and hence between the two circles, center
at the origin, described in (10.01). Since the second

degree term of the cubic polynomial is zero, it follows
that the centroid of AE1E2E, is at the origin. This gives

us control over the angles and the length of the sides of

z
(10.01)
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of this triangle.
We also note that as Ihl becomes large the d erenoe

r becomes small for 4/a R r > 0. If Oa 1000,

n grossly
(10.03) 10.2 > R 0.1 9.9 > r > 9.8
and any angle A of E1E2E3 satisfies 62° > A > 57°.

As Ihl becomes large, the AE1E2E3 becomes nearly equi

lateral with its center near the origin (oentroid) and its
iroumoirole will have its oenter near the origin. If the

triangle were equilateral, region R of Chapter IX would
contain a circle most generously covering our level curve
S. In the next few theorems we describe such a circle.

Theorem III. The oircumoirole of A P2313 has its
center at the inoenter of AE E E3'

ince P j and Pik are inverses underTi and both lie
on X then the bisector of is the perpendicular
bisector of the side joining andPi . These bisectors

zeet at the inoenter of AE E E .

Theorem IV. The radius of the oircumcirole of
3 13 is given by R = r + 2e, where r is the inradius

ofE2 E3 and s is the area of triangle T having sides

c ,l/21/2
2 ' 3

S radius drawn from the inoenter, I, of
perpendicular to side C . Triangle Pi



origin and the ye
R and 1z1
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1/2ar to T by similarity ratio Ck to 1. The area of

Ck(a where s is the area of T. The altitudej
of APIJE E is R r and the base is Ck. Therefore Ck(s)
= Ck(R-r)/2 or R r + 2s.

Lemma I. If the centroid of a triung1e is at the
oes lie in the annular region between

where

a + 2/a > R > a + 1/a and a 2/
the sides of the triangle, C1, satisfy

(10.04) 3(a 8) 3(a-4/02 +8) 3(a /a)2#

for a > 3.

From Figure 6, since the centrold of the triangle is
at the origin, the minimum side can be achieved when both
endpoints lie on lz1 11. r, then the midpoint of this mini
um side cannot lie further from the origin than 1/2 for
herwise the third vertex would lie outside of 1z1 R.

milarly, the maximum side can be achieved when its two

ends lie on 1z1H, and its midpoint cannot lie closer
to the origin than r/2.

Applying these conditions we get
2 2R < C < 4R2

By elementary inequalities the results follow rom Theorem

Using Lemma I and the s we find for any
angle A of AE



Figure 6
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4 /(2 16) < cosA a 4 2a )

(10.05)

(30-8)/(2a2+16) l+cosA < (3a 8) ( 6)

We seek a boundary inequality for the distance between

the incenter and centroid of the AE1E E3 referred to in
Lemma I.

Without loss of generality let side Ci be parallel
to the x-axis and below it centroid at the origin, then
the coordinates of the incenter are given by

C C (l+cosA ) C cosA +

l+cosAk j+Ck fl+oosA

(10.06)

Let D be the minimum of Cis C, or C en rep lacingj
those quantities by D in the negative terms and in the
denominators of the positive terms and further denoting
these now quantities by Xi and Yi we note

(x2i4I2)1/2
= cso(Ak/2) >(x /2

since X ag Y cot(A /2).

In Y we first replace 1 + cosA and 1 + cosA by

oosA), and then (1 + cosA) by the left side of
(10.05). Replace D by the far left side of (10.04) then

68
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and C in the numerator by the middle right side of
(10.04). In the denominator, after getting a common de-
nominator and factoring out1/2replace (a2-8)1/2 by

the lesser quantity 19a/20, valid for a 10. The net

result is
20 80a +128

°° (Alt/ 1/2 (
3 19 3a 8a

which for a 10, can be further reduced by nequalities
of (10.03) where os(A/2) < 0.88, to our final fora

(x21. 4)1/2 (4 4. y2 1/2 30/a.

We state our results.
Theorem V. If the centroid of AE E lies at the

origin and vertices lie in he annular region between
rid Izi r, where a + 2/a > R a + 1/a and

r > a 2/a then the distance between the Gen-
t o d and the incenter satisfies

2 1/2(x2 + , o/a

for a ..> 10.

Theorem VI. The radius of the Giro= of
AP j jk ki satisfies the inequality

R r + 2s > 2a 79/a, fox 10.

Let M be the semiperimeter of AE4E4E1, then r, the

nradius is given by



Using appropriate inequalities from

(10.05), we find after slight reduction

( 20/a)1/2(a-20/a)

2(a+4/a)1/2

Let 0

of A
hi

20 a
a+ 4

for a > 7.

The area of triangle T from Theorem IV is needed next.

Triangle T has sides which are square roots of the sides

Therefore if M is the semiperimeter of T

))1/2fry(

1/where C' m C1 for n m/
ities from (10.04) and by analogous reasoning we find

Therefore r + 2s (-L4 /a) + (a-381a) 79/a.
2

Theorem VII. The ciroumoirole of AP k
encloses

R, where a + 2/a > R, for a Zs: 11.

The center of the circumoirole oannot lie further

from the origin than 30/a for a 10, by Theorem III and

Theorem V, and the radius of this oiroumeircle is greater

than 2a 9/a, for a > 10 by Theorem VI. But

2a 79/a + 2/a 30/a

. Using appropriate inequa

70
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for a> 11. This gives the theorem.
Je may now apply the Corollary of Theorem II of Cha

ter IX. For all lh, > 113 the ciroumoirole of AP j jk ki'
which lies in region R of Theorem II of Chapter IX., covers
the circle which in turn encloses the level curve S. Thus

level ourve S lies in the region R. Therefore all pfuno-
tions for which Ihl > 11 may be completely inverted by

series (3.01). This gives:

Theorem VIII. All functions for which Ihl
can be completely inverted by series (3.01) provided w
and w' are known.
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CHAPTER XI

ANOTHER APPLICATION OF THE COROLLARY

In Chapter X we discussed an application of the Cor-

ollary to Theorem II of Chapter IX, which is effective

for IhI large enough. We shall find another region in

the hplane where the Corollary has application.

It is easy to verify that on the line R(z) = xo the

function f(z) = 1z3-3r-21 is an increasing function of

lyi where z = xo + iy. It follows that, since f =40

that f(z) > 4 on R(z) = +1. The level curves f(z) liii <

< L. do not cross the line R(z) = I. It follows from a

study of the polynomial P(x) = x see Figure 7) t

It ihi < 4 hen on the line fl(z) where x x or

the equation f(z) ihi has no solutions.
x4,

= xl x2 x3, or x4, the f(z) hi and if x

or x, < xo < x4, then f(x0) < ihi. Also f(z)=Ihi
has two symmetric solutions, since f(z) f(z) where z

is the complex conjugate of z. The function f z) which

equals IP(x) I on the real axis, has an absolute maximum

of +4 on l < x < 2. Therefore, if ihi > 4, then x2

x shown in Figure 7 do not exist, and if ihi = 4, we have
3

a point of tangency. We therefore conclude that there



are two level curves

12+11 E R, where R2

ing z = 4r2, for Ihl < L. If 1h1 E 4, the level curve has
a double point (9, P. 121). If 1h1 >24, there is but one
level curve S.

We have shown that outside of the level curves f(z)
that f(z) > Ihl and inside of them that f(z) < 1h1.

On the circles lz + 11 R < 2, the function f(z)
assumes a maximum of R (R+3) at z R-1, and a minimum

of R (3R) at z m 1+R. Therefore the level curve S lies
between circles

enclosing z 1, and S2, enoloy-

= Ibl 4; (outside of
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12+11 r, where r2 (r+3) * lb] < 4; (inside of Si).
On the oiroles lv-21 E R < 2, function f(z) assumes

a maximum of (R+3)2R at z EH + 2 and assumes a minimum

of (3R)2R at z R. Therefor the level curve S lies
between circles

21 R where ( ) 1 < 4;(outside of
(11.02)

lz-21 r, where (r+3) r = 1111 < 4; (inside of S2).
These are the best possible fits for circles with

these centers. The radii R and r as defined by the equa-
tions of (11.01) and (11.02) are uniquely determined since
each defining equation has one root between 0 and 2.

From Figure 7, the R and r of (11.01) are given by



x In 1
Figure 7

P(x) in x3-3

Th
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x 4. 1 and r "*" x and the R and r of (11.02) are
2

given by R 2 and r = x4 2. Roots xi, x2, x, sat

and z

isfyx x-2+1h1 0 and the roots of 3x-2-1h1 0 are

4 (x4/2) ±
The points z xi, x2 and the line (z) /2 di-

vide S into four arcs. The equation z 3z-2 u h has 6°1

utions ,3 with E on S and and E3 on S1. We

shall prove:
Lemma I. The equatio 2 m h has two roots on

Si and one root on S . Further one root E2 or E3 lie
on or to the left of R(z

From Figure 8, le
2where pip2 u'lhl then

3 (z+1)(r-2) = 1

Figure 8, angles qi and increase as moves along

counterclockwise from x + iy4 to x /2 i74. Since

h is real for these two values of z, the argument of h has
changed by a multiple of 2n. Inspection of Figure 8 shows

this change is more than zero and less than Liii. Therefore

z3-3z--2 h 0 has one solution on S1 to the left of or on

R(r) /2.
The roots of h are continuous functions of

complex h. the roots (31/2) and 0 lie on S

and root 3 Since the roots cannot cross



Figure 8
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the line R(z) 1 for Ihl < 4, then
on Si and E always lies on S2.

We are now ready to prove also:

Lemma 11. For 1h1 < 2, the circle of inversion K1
of the transformation Ti, which has center E on S has

2

radius R 31/2 Further the level curve S entirely

lows that 1

equality

within Ki.

Proof: For 1h1 < 2, then
1/2_ 0, d 31/2 < 2.

diameter of lz 21 m 2

K1 encloses the circle 12

is 4
21 m 2

) xi
nee E and K3

3

E always lie

on

which lies across the imaginary axis from S fol

E21 I/and 1E1 E3
1 31/2 where

annot hold for both at once. Therefore R

x which encloses S
3

We wish to prove a similar lemma about K and S1.1.
We need first some inequalities for the circles bounding
both S and S2.2'

Fro equations .02)

R(3 a lh (enclosing )

r(r+3 (enclosed by S )

with 1h1 then R m 2 2 < 0.2. For

e have the nequalities

2*

Since the eircle lz 21 m 2 x3 encloses S hence ear-

closes E the center of Ki, and 312 5. 13 then the
x3 < 31/2 < 111. Thus



with hi

.03)
hi

10.24

Prom equations (11.01),

We thereby conclude from (11.03) that the m

inside the circle
z+11 R/2 where ih1/9 < R !hi/

The endpoints E2 and E lie on S which from (11.04) lies
outside of (z+11 = r ihi1/2(3 74) /2 Therefore a low-

er bound for the length of segment

2((ih1/14 A1,
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nt P lies

11111/31 211/

.04)

{Ilaii(2+3 /2)11/2 < r Ohl ./2

roots E and E lie an S and th root R1 lies

on S2' Since the second degree term of z 3r-2 m is
missing, then El + E2 + E3 m 0, and further (E + 2 =

/2. Therefore the midpoint P of the line segment
joining E and E is at E /2. As El traces out S,
E /2 traces out a mirror image of S but half as large.

R (3R) 1h1 (enclosing S

r+3) (hi (enclosed by )

then R m and r m 31/2 1. For )b



(11.07)

1/2
where sin A <

ford

11.05) > 2oosAlhl

From Lemma I lies to the right of or on R(z) x3 or

at least the distance 2 from the imaginary axis, where

R is of (11.03). Root E3flea to the left of or on R(z)
/2 m 2+r where r is of (11.03).

Therefore (2 R) + *( +r)

1(7

/10

2.8 for all Ihl.06) 1

The radius of myersion is given by

R E3 E 11E3 E21.

From 11.05) and (11.06) we get the combined inequalities

which are closes but adequate

,(2.8)(2)(.98)JbI/2 2(21h
(3.74)

From (11.04), the circle enclosing as radius
(1h1/2)1/2. Therefore

> 2(011)1/2 4( 2) /2

This results in
Lemma III. Circle K encloses S,
Therefore Lemmas I and II combined give

79

2/(3. where cos 0.98.
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Theorem I. if Ihl 2, the corresponding p-functions

oan be completely inverted by using series (3.01).
Lemmas I and II plat* the level curves S1 and 82 with-

in the region R of Theorem II of Chapter IX, hence the

Corollary there is again applicable.



CHAPTER XII

THE EVALUATION OF THE

The Integrand of the inversion integral (2.02) has
three finite branch-points El, E2, E3 and an infinite one.
The value assigned to the integral depends on how the path
of integration loops around the finite branch-points.
These roots are the roots of v3 3v 2 - h 0, hence

they lie on the level curves (see Chapters X and XI)

I v3-3 ht. In Chapter XI we assigned E2 and E to

lie on which encloses v at -1, and E to lie on S which

encloses v 2. In Chapter VII we derived the periods of

the p-function by taking a loop integral around S there-
by enclosing E and Ey

The path of integration may not intersect the closed
regions enclosed by the level curves. As far as concerns
us we may render the inverse p-function single-valued by
cutting the ?-plane from v m 2 to minus infinity along the
axis of the realm. This imposes no extra restriction since
to render the integrand single-valued one would normally

join minus infinity to say E thence to E then to El.
Between minus infinity and E3 we designate an impassable

barrier, between E and E the branch-cut is erased, and
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and can readily be expressed as a finite number of ration-
al functions. For evaluation we wish to use two reduction

formulas, (C) and (Di) of (4, p. 307). Applying formula

(D) twice and then formula (C) we find

4+5r2+602n
Kn+1 6 (n+1) r231+ )22342 A:=:+13 1%

which is a recursive type relationship between the 1,En

82

between E and E It is impassable again. But the out

between, and E could easily have been considered inter-
ior to level curve S since

E3
and E lie on its boundary.

Since we couldn't have entered that region anyhow with the
path of integration, we suffer no loss. The region S2 en-

closes the point v m 2 so in reality the branch-cut could
have terminated anywhere in or on the level curve 82 as

the path cannot enter that region.
From Chapter 11 we saw that the coefficients in the

formal series (3.01) were contour integrals

which under the transformation 2 become

(r 2
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Therefore in the calculation of the Kn each is calculated

in a fixed fashion from the one before it.

In order for the value of the integrals L to be un-

altered by the change of variables and consequently a

change of contour path under the mapping* it is a suffi

cient condition that the transformation r r2+2 possess

a continuously differentiable inverse function. This is

the ease if the v-plane is out with a branch-out from v-2

to minus infinity along the axis of the reals which will

give us the principal square root in the inverse function
and the inverse is analytic in the out plane.

Employing the same technique as In Chapter TI rela-

tive to passing to the limit of a finite contour (over

which Theorem A of Chapter II applies), we see that each

Kn has a term involving Ko. All other terms of each van-
ish at the upper limit of integration, namely infinity.
However

K0
is an arotangent and hence gets a contribution

from the upper limit. Therefore the values of r obtained

form the lower limits of integrations after the various

changes of variables and can be directly substituted into
the coefficients Kn with the proper value of K. We note

each K is an odd function of r. This completes the theo-

retical justification of the expansion and the restrictions

on the paths. It remains to actually write out the series

for a few different oases and do some calculations.



CHAPTER XIII

CONCLUSIONS AND COMPUTATIONS

In this chapter we indicate the use of the theorems

in previous chapters to obtain the introductory theorems.

We also give some conclusions and calculations.

Theorem I in the Introduction is Theorem II of Chapter

IV. Theorem II of the Introduction follows from Theorem

VIII of Chapter X and Theorem I of Chapter XI. Theorem

III of the Introduction is proved in Chapter VII. These

results are more general than those of limes (5 PP. 357

368). Corollary II of the Introduction follows from the

known results that if two elliptic functions have the same

periods then there is an algebraic relationship between

them (6, p. 91). It remains to solve the algebraic equa-

tion for the values of p(z) once the value A of the ellip-

tic function F(z) to be inverted is given. The inverse

functional values zi where p(z ) Bi are the values of

z where F( z) I* A. This is an application.

Corollary I of the Introduction requires a little
background material. If the periods w and w have a real

positive ratio, then the parallelograms are rectangles and

we shall ()all it the real or rectangular case, otherwl



the skew case.

In the rectangular case the roots of v 3v-2 h are
real and distinct and h is real. From the disorim-

nant of a real cubic polynomial we f nd 0 > h >0-4. Let

w su b > 0 and w' I, then, h(b,i) 2 at b = 1, and
2 < h(b,i) < 0 for 0 < b < 1. Thin follows since

lies in R of Chapter VI. If 1 < b < a), then e = /b lies
in the lower half of B and -4 < h(bli) 2.

To solve the equation p(1b144) for b' > 1 we

solve instead the problem p( bizlbsi) -11/b where b-
1/b', and find

= P (Bib'

To set this we use first the homogeneity of p(z), than a
change of periods. First

h2p Azthw ) ap(zI
let h = -1/b' = b' then it becomes

b' p(-iz/b11 10) = p zib'si).
Changing periods with 1 as in Chapter VI, and
letting b a 1/b's we see that

2b p bizlb,1 = p(zIb' i).
B we can solve instead

p(-1bz1b,i) a-B/b2. If b' >1, then-4 < h(b' i)
but h(b' i) h(b -4 so that -2 < h(b,i) < 0 and
series (3.0 gives complete inversion of the rectangular

Hence to solve p(z1b1
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case by Theorem I of Chapter XI.

We believe that the Corollary of Theorem II of Chapter
IX has wider application than the gross bounds of Chapters
X and XI give us. One could for example for a particular
p-function of known periods find roots E E, 3, plot
them on the graphed level curve, and draw he circles of
inversion to give a comparison of the level curves and the
region R. Trials by geometrical methods indicate that the
level curve is in R for 1111 > 14. This concerns the com-

posite of the four regions of convergence in the various
planes, and the complete inversion for every value in t
complex plane. For individual values of particular
p-functions a check may be made through (8.12) as to

whether or not it 1 invertible. We have yet to find a
point that does not lie In a solvable region in some one
of the four planes. It is possible that the coverage is
complete except for h OD, which is the equianharmonio

°use when g2 = O. We can guarantee complete invertibility
of the p-function if 1h 2 or ih 11'.

Once z a value of the inverse p-function in the
fundamental parallelogram, is found and the periods are
known, then all the roots in the plane are given by

2 s mw m'w'. If m = m = 1 and the minus at
B chosen, then z is in the fundamental parallelogram.

We shall outline the computation for a zero of a



p-function in the rectangular case.
For simplicity let g2(w w9 /w)411 and g (w,w')

( /w)6n3, where n and n3 are the parts in parentheses

in equations (5.04) and (5.05
Using this convention we may write fromChapter VI

Let w w 1/2 w' I, whence q weU, substitute this value
of q in the above two expressions to obtain

h - 0.00601 95772 338

0,27560 67958 78.

The lower limit of integration in the Kn is r--
which gives the following recursion formula for the

h 2{

21/2 )n4-2

6(m+1)271+1

3.14
2

U,164
2(n+1)44-

The first four S an

1/2, S2 6.
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The first four L are:
n1-1/2 2(3 1(2/3) 2)

=

2{0.90689 96821

2f-0.06297 91446 384

+ 1(0.66176

+ 1(0.01296

80207

94525

72102)),

4526)j

=

2{0.01122 54493

2{-0.00229 70595

816

55

(0.01704

1(0.00839

30761

79821

0339)1,

09)}.



places

z im 0.2500000 1(0.1823769).

The first four entries in the following table were
obtained in this way from the power series.

The errors in the inverted values can be bounded by
geometric series with

lh
r go, 0

z

and a is the integral on the right-hand side of equation
(3.02).

Periods Zero

w w' real part imaginary part

1/5 i 0.1000000 0.0729704

2/5 1 0.2000000 0.1459390

3/5 i 0.3000000 0.2184317

4/5 i 0.4000000 0.2824636

1 1 0.5000000 0.5000000
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The resulting inverted value of p( m 0 is to seven
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